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6D5N FAMILY FUN     
HIGHLIGHTS
• Leofoo Theme Park • Cing Jing Farm
• Tou Cheng Leisure Farm • Sweetme Hotspring

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / TAIPEI
Hotel: Taipei Onetel or Similar     

Upon arrival, you will be welcomed and transfer to 
the hotel.

DAY 2  TAIPEI / NATIONAL CKS MEMORIAL 
HALL / HSINCHU / LEO FOO THEME PARK / 
TAICHUNG / FONG JIA NIGHT MARKET     
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel: Taichung Park Lane Inn or Similar    

National CKS Memorial Hall: The most impressive 
monument to the great Chinese Hero. The hall’s 
enormous marble adifice towers over landscaped 
garden, graceful pavillions and placid ponds. The 
bronze statue of late President looks out over the 
city from the main buiding. Leo Foo Theme Park: 
Located in the Hsinchu. The first combined zoo and 
amusement park magic land. There are four exotic 
village in the park. Feng Jia Night Market: This is the 
night market which is near by the Feng Jia University. 
You could not only shop for the low-price clothes, but 
also try the local food. 

DAY 3  TAICHUNG / NANTOU / 
SUN MOON LAKE / WENWU TEMPLE / 
ABORIGINAL PRODUCT SHOP / 
CINGJING FARM (EVERGREEN GRASSLAND)   
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel: Cingjing Yunpu or Similar         

Sun Moon Lake: The largest lake in Taiwan. There is 
an island called “Guang Hua Island”in the middle of 
the lake. Northern part of the island looks like a sun, 
southern part looks like a moon, that’s why called Sun 
Moon Lake. Wen Wu Temple: The temple to enshrine 
and worship Confucius, Guan Gong and Yue Faye.
Chingjing Farm (Evergreen Grassland): Endless 
stretches of green grassland, herds from time to time 
the shuttle which seems like Northland scenery, it’s 
the central region’s most popular tourist attractions. 
Tai Yi Ecological Farm: Visit Tai Yi Botany flowers 
and plants Place. The Garden area is quite large and 
can see various flowers.

DAY 4   NANTOU / TAIWAN TEA CENTER / 
HSINCHU / NEIWAN OLD STREET / TAIPEI / 
MARTYR’S SHRINE / HANDICRAFT CENTER /  
YILAN / TOUCHENG LEISURE FARM     
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel:Toucheng Leisure Farm or Similar        

Nei Wan Old Street: Experience the Ka Cha old 
life style and own expense to taste some Ka Cha 
traditional small dishes. Martyr’s Shrine: To view 
an elaborate ceremony of changing guards hourly. 
Toucheng Farm: Toucheng Farm is located in the 
northeast corner of the coastline. You can observe 
and learn from real life at Toucheng Farm. In the 
farm broadly plants the fruit tree, the bamboo grove 
and the gardening flowers and plants, green Italy 
abundant, has the leisure vacation and picks the fruit 
and so on many pleasure.We can stay the Garden of 
the Peaches of Immortality here. 

Tour Code : GV2-TWCC6

DAY 6  TAIPEI / SINGAPORE (B) 

Free activities, to designated collection time Transfer 
to airport for flight back home.

DAY 5  TOUCHENG LEISURE FARM / 
HSUESHAN TUNNEL / TAIPEI / CHIUFEN / 
MIRAMAR SHOPPING MALL / SWEET ME 
HOTSPRING  
(Breakfast) 
Hotel: Taipei Sweetme Hotspring or Similar         

Chiufen Old Street: There are many kinds of oriental 
snacks here. To see the old fashioned way of life that 
still exists with the aura of an old mining that is still 
apparent. Here you can also try some famous local 
dish as is Taro and Sweet Potato Ball etc.

REMARKS
The above itinerary is for reference only, and is subject to 
any necessary changes in accordance to local requirements.


